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JL Audio Marine Europe: Cobra RIBS
Chooses JL Audio for Marine Audio
Upgrades

Southampton Boat Show, Friday 23rd September 2016

JL Audio Marine Europe has announced that it has entered a partnership with
Cobra RIBS as its preferred marine audio upgrade supplier. As the European
distributor for JL Audio, JL Audio Marine Europe will supply a range of its high



end marine audio products for upgrades on new and used Cobra RIBs to
create an exceptional on-water sound experience for owners.

As a renowned designer and manufacturer of British handcrafted RIBS, Cobra
RIBS prides itself in staying at the forefront of the RIB market by constantly
improving their boats and offering customers the best possible experience.
“We are delighted that the high quality of JL Audio’s marine audio products
will now be the preferred option for Cobra owners requiring the very best
sound reproduction with unrivalled, robust, water resistance for their boat,”
said Josh Arkell, Cobra RIBS’s Sales Director. “The robust construction of the
products ensures they maintain their outstanding performance for many years
as well as bringing home quality hi-fi throughout the boat.”

JL Audio Marine Europe’s Managing Director Paul Baker said, “With an
increasing appetite for marine quality audio systems, a growing number of
boat builders are choosing our products to offer their customers the choice of
a high quality, high fidelity audio system. We are delighted to be working
with Cobra RIBS, who like us, place a huge importance on enhancing
customer experience.”

JL Audio is USA’s number 1 marine audio manufacturer with many years’
experience in engineering speaker and amplifier systems specifically
designed and tested for maritime use. The sound quality achieved is to the
extremely high standards of quality home entertainment systems while
totally suited to the tough environment of the external areas of a boat. The
wide range of speakers suits every application from the flybridge of a
superyacht to luxury powerboats, yachts, personal watercraft and RIB’s.

For more information, visit www.jlaudiomarine.eu
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About JL Audio

JL Audio is America’s leading luxury car and marine audio manufacturer. The
company prides itself on exceptional durability and consistency created with
extensive testing. Its marine division provides speaker systems designed and

http://www.jlaudiomarine.eu/


built for the testing environment of the ocean. The marine range brings high
end, home audio quality to the leisure, luxury yacht and sports boat market.

About JL Audio Marine Europe

JL Audio Marine Europe is responsible for marketing and distributing JL
Audio’s car and marine audio systems throughout Europe.


